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NB: This article was written by Anne Lécuyer (General Secretariat of the Commission bancaire – Department of the International Affairs) on the
basis of the conclusions of a joint working group set up by the Commission bancaire, Banque de France, Commission de contrôle des
assurances, and Autorité des marchés financiers.
Over the past few years there has been rapid growth in credit risk transfer instruments, including
credit derivatives, and increasing use of these instruments by a diverse range of market participants:
banks, insurance and reinsurance companies, mutual funds, as well as companies and hedge funds.
This has led the authorities that participate in the Financial Stability Forum to examine this issue and
the possible repercussions of recent developments. In this respect, there are two conflicting views: some
people consider that the greater dispersion of credit risk across a wider spectrum of agents may contribute
to the stability of financial systems; for others, however, the spreading of credit risk may give rise to
new sources of instability if the new holders of this risk are unable to accurately assess and manage it.
In order to increase their knowledge of these products, in the second half of 2003 the French supervisory
authorities – the Commission de Contrôle des assurances (Insurance Supervisory Commission), the
Commission des Opérations de Bourse (Stock Exchange Commission), and the Commission Bancaire
(Banking Commission) – conducted a survey of credit institutions, insurance and reinsurance
companies, and asset management companies. The survey’s findings, which constitute the first joint
assessment of credit risk transfers undertaken by the French authorities, are presented in this article.
These findings, which only relate to agents in the financial sector, are not a cause for particular
concern from the point of view of financial stability. Indeed, the vast majority of risk transfers take
place between major banks, especially in the case of credit derivatives, and mainly involve large
US banks. This concentration of players is not specific to credit derivatives — it is reproduced with
respect to derivatives across the board.
However, the situation is more diverse where structured products are concerned. Here the involvement
of insurance and reinsurance companies and mutual funds is more significant, although the bulk of
transactions take place on highly-rated instruments.
In terms of the transactions themselves, the results of the survey highlight the importance of new
types of risk associated with these instruments: legal and documentation risk, and also illiquidity
risk for non-standardised products.
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1| Diverse uses of credit risk tranfer instruments
by French financial institutions
1 See glossary at the end of this report.
Given that the use of these products is likely to expand, market participants need to be well aware of
the risks associated with them and endeavour to improve their assessment and management of
these risks. Moreover, greater progress in terms of financial transparency is desirable in this area.
All in all, this should help to make this market more mature, more liquid and therefore less risky.
I
n the second half of 2003, the French
financial regulatory agencies conducted a joint,
ad hoc survey of credit risk transfer instruments.
The object of this survey was to have a better grasp
of sectoral and geographical transfers of credit risk,
particularly those between the banking sector and
other financial players (insurance companies,
mutual funds, and hedge funds), as well as to assess
the risks that this activity poses for the financial
sector.
The survey, which was administered to eight French
credit institutions, twelve insurance companies and
insurance and reinsurance groups, and seven asset
management companies, consisted of a set of tables
reporting credit risk transfer activity as of June 2003
on a consolidated or aggregated basis, and a
qualitative section intended to assess the strategies
behind different market participants’ use of credit
risk transfer instruments and their methods for
managing their risks. The transactions of banking
groups were reported on a prudential consolidated
basis. In the case of insurance groups, the holding
company reported the transactions of the group’s
French and foreign insurance companies on an
aggregated basis: the figures reported by insurance
groups thus do not include transactions housed in
mutual funds held by the group. Asset management
companies reported the transactions of mutual funds
that they manage.
The results of the survey reveal a wide range of uses
for credit risk transfer instruments across sectors.
A breakdown of the instruments by counterparty
indicates that transfers are more geographical than
sectoral.
The risks associated with the use of these
instruments call for the strengthening of risk
management systems, particularly when these
instruments are integrated into the usual business
of participants.
1|1  Instruments used
by the surveyed institutions1
In order to better understand the relative importance
of the newer credit risk transfer instruments (credit
derivatives and Collateralised Debt Obligations –
CDOs)  compared with traditional instruments
(guarantees, mortgage securitisations, and
securitisations of consumer debt), the survey of
French financial institutions is based on a broad
definition of credit risk transfer instruments
encompassing:
– credit derivatives, with a distinction drawn
between credit default swaps (CDSs), credit
linked notes (CLNs), and other derivatives such
as total return swaps (TRORs) or credit spread
options (CSOs). Also included are credit
derivatives of super-senior rank used in synthetic
securitisations, which are generally underwritten
by banks in OECD countries. A distinction is also
drawn between single-name credit derivatives
and multi-name derivatives based on a basket of
underlying assets;
– guarantees. Included under guarantees given  are
insurance contracts, reinsurance agreements,Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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and all guarantee agreements given (including
surety bonds and endorsements) that commit the
reporting institution to assume for the benefit of
a third party an obligation underwritten by its
customer in the event the customer cannot
honour the obligations itself. Included under
guarantees  received are all direct and
unconditional guarantees provided by a third
party. The beneficiary of the guarantee is
considered to have an exposure on the third party
and not on the customer, the guarantor assuming
the exposure to the customer under all
circumstances. Thus the scope of reporting
excludes guarantees received directly from
customers, which while they reduce the
institution’s exposure do not involve a transfer
of credit risk on the customer to a third party in
case of default (e.g., collateral received);
– securitised instruments, with a distinction drawn
between cash and synthetic CDOs and more
traditional forms of securitisation (mortgage-backed
securities – MBSs – and other asset-backed
securities – ABSs). In the current study,
purchases of protection include only those
securitisation transactions that are carried out
for the institution’s own account.
The share of different credit risk transfer
instruments varies according to the financial sector
(see Table 1).
For banking institutions, the portion of credit risk
transfers employing the newer types of instruments
(credit derivatives and structured instruments) is
significant, particularly in the purchase of protection.
Nevertheless, guarantees given and received continue
to represent a large share of the overall activity of these
institutions as regards transfers of credit risk.
The amounts reported by insurance companies consist
largely of insurance guarantees provided by specialised
insurers. For these institutions, it is useful to
distinguish between:
– insurance guarantees given by credit insurers
covering commercial credit transactions between
businesses. These guarantees, whose amount, net
of reinsurance,2 is estimated at EUR 398 billion,
are managed according to the principle of risk
pooling;
– financial guarantees, in the form of surety bonds,
issued primarily for the benefit of investors and
bondholders in tranches of structured finance
transactions, infrastructure financings, and local
authorities. The notional amount of these
guarantees, estimated at EUR 49 billion (90% in
the form of credit enhancement), can be expected
to diminish in the future.
In light of the distinct nature of the risks guaranteed
by credit insurers, and the different methods used
to manage them, they will not be included in the
rest of this article, which will concentrate instead
on financial guarantees provided to investors.
For asset management companies, investments in
securitisation tranches represent the greatest part of
protection sales negotiated by mutual funds.
The surveyed banking institutions account for the bulk
of credit derivative volumes negotiated by the
French financial institutions under review
(see Table 2). Overall, these banks are net buyers of
protection. The net aggregate position of surveyed
institutions (difference between the notional
amount of purchases of protection and the notional
amount of sales of protection) is estimated at
2 These figures include quota share reinsurance agreements but not excess loss reinsurance agreements.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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EUR 60.6 billion. The simplest and/or most liquid
instruments are the most commonly used. CDSs account
for almost 88% of transactions, and single-name credit
derivatives constitute 61.3% and 96.0% respectively of
purchases and sales of protection via credit derivatives.
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As of June 2003, the surveyed French asset
management companies also reported the position
of their mutual funds as net buyers of protection on
credit derivative markets. Their overall net position
is estimated at EUR 0.77 billion. As with banks, the
greatest part of the activity of the mutual funds is
conducted using the most liquid and least complex
instruments (see Table 3). Almost all of the reported
transactions employ CDSs, and none of the surveyed
asset management companies reported any basket
credit derivatives.
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French insurance companies are prohibited by
regulation from selling protection against credit risk
via unfunded credit derivatives. The surveyed
insurance companies do not do a significant amount
of business in credit derivatives (see Table 4). A few
isolated sales of protection via funded instruments
(CLNs), of limited size, were recorded. Finally, it
should be noted that the involvement of the
surveyed insurance companies in credit derivative
markets via mutual funds remains limited. The data
reported here for insurance companies do not
include operations housed in their mutual funds,
which tend to be active in credit derivative markets,
and which represent an amount outstanding of the
order of EUR 1.16 billion.
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French financial institutions also show a preference
for more traditional products in their investments in
securitisation tranches (see Table 5). Their holdings
of MBSs and other ABSs represent 37.2% and 49.7%
respectively of their total holdings of securitisation
shares (including tranches originating in
securitisations for the account of third parties).
Furthermore, the surveyed credit institutions
account for the majority of the securitisation
tranches held by French financial institutions.
Nevertheless, the market presence of insurance
companies and mutual funds as investors in these types
of instrument is not negligible.
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The pattern of purchases of protection via
securitisations carried out by the surveyed banking
institutions  for their own account shows a
concentration of the French market in the real estate
sector. Out of an aggregate notional amount of
EUR 14.3 billion in securitised assets, (excluding
super-senior tranches in synthetic securitisations),
59.4% involve securitisations of mortgage loans and
25.4% involve cash or synthetic CDOs. The majority
of the CDOs reported are synthetic securitisations.
All of the MBSs reported are residential
mortgage-backed securities. Finally, credit card
securitisations represent a very small proportion of
other ABSs.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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1|2 Breakdown of positions by sector
For insurance companies, the most significant volumes
reported involve insurance guarantees (credit
insurance or credit enhancement), provided mostly
by specialised insurers. The few limited transactions
involving credit derivatives are undertaken more in
a spirit of experimentation. The more significant
volumes of securitisation tranches held by insurance
companies reflect a strategy of diversifying bond
portfolios and increasing yields.
For some asset management companies, credit
derivatives and structured products are becoming
an important tool in managing mutual fund portfolios.
The overall net position of mutual funds managed
by the surveyed asset management companies
— they are net buyers of protection via credit
derivatives — relates to the objective of protecting
positions on an issuer: in particular, positions in
convertible bonds. Purchases of protection can also
be used to engage in arbitrage on the spread between
a security and a derivative, taking advantage of
movements in the credit quality of the name or
adopting sectoral arbitrage positions.
As in the case of insurance companies, sales of
protection, in particular via structured products, serve
a strategy of diversifying portfolios and increasing yields.
For example, an asset management company can sell
protection on an entity on which its exposure is
limited, and whose risk is uncorrelated with the risk
of other positions in its portfolio, as an alternative to
purchasing securities issued by the same name. Thus
the market for credit derivatives provides numerous
possibilities in terms of portfolio management: in
particular, it offers a way of acquiring large positions
that are not available in the bond markets.
Banks also use credit derivatives and structured
products for purposes of portfolio management.
However, banks’ strategies regarding the transfer of
risk are more diverse. The net overall position of
banks in credit derivative markets — for the most
part, they are net buyers of protection, both in the
banking book and in the trading book (see Table 6)
— conceals a multiplicity of uses of credit transfer
instruments within the same group according to the
line of business or the business unit concerned. This is
true even in institutions for which the use of this
type of instrument remains relatively marginal.
In terms of portfolio management, the primary
objective is hedging credit risk: hedging individual
lines of credit or reducing portfolio concentrations.
This objective explains the net overall position in
credit derivatives consisting of purchases of protection
in the banking book. In sales of protection, the principal
objective is the diversification of credit portfolios, in
particular by taking on risks that are not well
represented in these portfolios.
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The opportunities offered by credit risk transfer
instruments for managing regulatory capital is a
motivation that was given relatively little emphasis
by the surveyed banks. Nevertheless, the use of
credit risk transfer instruments, particularly in
securitisations for the institution’s own account,
leads to a reduction in risk-weighted assets and
contributes to an improvement in the Basel ratio.
In the business of trading, the principal objective is
to earn a profit on the credit derivative’s spread.
Credit derivative instruments are also widely used
to hedge arbitrage portfolios on conventional or
convertible bonds. More generally, major banks that
are active traders regard credit derivatives as one
instrument among many for dynamic management of
credit risk portfolios. A position as buyer of protection
via a CDS or another instrument can be netted
against an inverse position in other instruments
(debt securities, for example). The fact that French
banking institutions have a net overall position as
buyers of protection via credit derivatives in their
trading books does not provide any indication of
the exposure of these institutions to credit risk on
the underlying entities.
The uses of different credit risk transfer instruments
are thus numerous, and are relatively specific to each
financial sector.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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2| Character of sectoral and geographical transfers
of credit risk
3  Fitch Ratings, “Global Credit Derivatives: A Qualified Success”, 24 September 2003.
2|1 The transfer of credit risk
from banks to insurance
companies and mutual funds
remains relatively limited
One of the principal concerns of financial sector
supervisors regarding the growing use of credit risk
transfer instruments is that they may be used to
shift credit risk within the financial system, in
particular from banks to insurance companies,
reinsurance companies, mutual funds, and other
funds.
The results of this survey underscore the modest
volume of credit derivatives negotiated by French
insurance companies and the net buying position of
mutual funds from surveyed asset management
companies. Thus the transfer of risk to these
institutions remains limited. This initial result is
confirmed by an analysis of the sectoral breakdown
of counterparties to French banks purchasing
protection via credit derivatives (see Chart 1).
Chart 1
Sectoral breakdown of counterparties in  purchases
of protection via credit derivatives by surveyed banks
















The market for credit derivatives appears, therefore,
to be essentially an interbank market: 71.1% of the
notional amount of purchases of protection via credit
derivatives reported by surveyed banks are
transactions with other credit institutions or
investment companies.
Insurance companies are counterparties in 7.3% of the
reported purchases of protection, for an aggregate
volume of EUR 11.6 billion. In the sale of protection,
the insurance counterparties of surveyed banks
account for 3.7% of the notional amounts reported.
The net overall position of surveyed French banks
vis-à-vis insurers is that of purchaser of protection,
for an overall amount of EUR 7.9 billion, or 13% of
the net overall position of these institutions in the
market for credit derivatives.
The geographical location of these insurance
counterparties, defined in terms of the nationality
of the group to which they belong, confirms the
modest participation of French insurers in credit
derivative markets: 86.6% of the notional amount
of transactions having an insurance company as
counterparty (purchases and sales of protection
combined) relate to transactions with American
companies. French insurance companies account
for only 1.2% of reported transactions. These
findings for French insurance companies contrast
with the quantitative work conducted recently by
Fitch Ratings,3 which found the insurance and
reinsurance companies that it surveyed to be net
sellers of protection in significant volumes.
According to the Fitch study, insurance and
reinsurance entities intervene more via portfolio
products such as synthetic CDOs.
According to the French market survey, the share of
reinsurers, mutual funds  and hedge funds  as
counterparties in credit derivative transactions with
French banks was very small as of June 2003, and
insignificant in the case of mutual funds.
In structured products (CDOs, MBSs and other ABSs),
the proportion of credit risk transfers that shift credit
risk outside the banking system may be more
significant. French insurance companies and mutual
funds are buyers of risk in this sector, and deal in
larger volumes. This greater involvement of French
insurance companies and mutual funds in
securitised instruments is confirmed by a sectoral
breakdown of the purchasers of securitisation
tranches issued by banks for their own account (see
Chart 2). Identifying the ultimate investors can be
difficult for the bank securitising its assets, since
securitisation tranches are often placed by
intermediaries. For this reason, 49% of the notional
amount of assets securitised for the bank’s own
account cannot be broken down by type of
subscriber at the origination of the transaction.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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Furthermore, this breakdown reflects only the
primary securitisation market; tranches purchased
by investors, particularly credit institutions, may
subsequently be resold to other financial agents.
Nevertheless, this breakdown indicates a significant
involvement of mutual funds as purchasers of
securitisation tranches.
Insurance companies represent a smaller share of
investors that can be identified at origination of
securitisations carried out by the surveyed banks
for their own account.
Chart 2
Sectoral breakdown of identified purchasers
of tranches in securitisations carried out
by surveyed banks for their own account
(% of aggregate notional amount, end-June 2003)
Mutual funds within the group  
1.7% Other financial  

















While intersectoral transfers of credit risk may
appear more extensive in the case of structured
products, a large proportion of the risk transferred by
this class of instrument remains within the banking
system. Credit institutions and investment
companies account for the majority of identified
investors in securitisation tranches issued by banks
for their own account. Furthermore, a breakdown
of the securitisation tranches held by French
financial institutions (excluding super-senior
tranches in synthetic securitisations) indicates that
French insurance companies and mutual funds invest
primarily in highly-rated tranches (see Table 7).
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Ninety per cent of securitisation tranches held by
insurance companies are rated investment grade,
and most of these consist of tranches rated AAA et
AA. Mutual funds also invest mostly in investment
grade tranches, although a larger proportion are
rated A or BBB. Banks may invest in lower-rated
securities (3.9% of the securitisation tranches they
hold are rated speculative grade), but above all they
retain the subordinated tranches of securitisations
carried out for their own account, which bear the
first losses in case of default of the reference entities.
(2.1% of the notional amount of securitisation
tranches held by French banks consist of these
subordinated tranches.)
For guarantees, the transfer of risk to insurance
companies is naturally greater. The distribution of
guarantors to banks indicates a more varied sectoral
breakdown of sellers of protection for this type of
instrument than for credit derivatives (see Chart 3).
While almost half of all guarantees are provided by
credit institutions, 22.2% of the notional amount of
guarantees received by the surveyed French banks
are from insurance companies.
Chart 3
Sectoral breakdown of guarantors, for received
guarantees reported by surveyed banks


















Transfers of credit risk to mutual funds and
insurance companies via guarantees and structured
products are not insignificant. Nevertheless, when
compared with the totality of credit risk transfer
instruments, transfers outside the banking system
remain limited.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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4 In the context of this study, a London branch of a French bank which is counterparty to a credit risk transfer transaction is considered to be
a French counterparty and not an EU counterparty outside the euro area.
5 The market survey of credit risk transfer instruments covered the following offshore centres: Aruba, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Bermuda,
Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jersey, Lebanon, Macao, Mauritius, Dutch Antilles, Panama, Singapore,
Vanuatu, and British Antilles. (This is the zone used by the BIS to calculate consolidated international bank claims.)
2|2 Magnitude of credit risk
taken or transferred cross-border
In addition to analysing the sectoral distribution of
credit risk, a focus on the stability of the
international financial system requires an
understanding of the geographical distribution of
these risks. In accordance with the principle of
consolidated supervision of banking groups, this
study’s geographical breakdowns of counterparties
are based on the nationality of the group to which the
counterparty belongs.4 Breakdowns based on the
location of the counterparties themselves would give
undue weight to the banking centres in London and
New York, where most major international banks
base their operations in credit derivative markets.
The geographical breakdown of credit derivative
transactions of French banks (purchases and sales
of protection combined) underscores the magnitude
of cross-border transfers (see Chart 4).5 In particular,
risks exchanged with US counterparties account for
51.1% of the notional amount of credit derivatives
negotiated by the surveyed French banks. Purchases
and sales of protection via credit derivatives with
counterparties in the euro area, in particular of
German origin, are equally significant. In contrast,
domestic transactions account for only 6.4% of the
notional amounts negotiated.
Chart 4
Geographical breakdown of counterparties
in credit derivatives negotiated by surveyed banks,
by location (nationality) of counterparties























Exposures on counterparties of US origin account
for the greatest part of French banks’ position as
net buyers of protection (see Chart 5).
Chart 5
Net position of surveyed banks
by geographical location of counterparty (defined by nationality)





















The importance of US counterparties in credit
derivative markets is also confirmed for French mutual
funds (see Chart 6).
Chart 6
Geographical breakdown of counterparties
in credit derivatives negotiated
by surveyed asset management companies,
by location (nationality) of counterparties















The concentration of credit derivative transactions
with major international investment banks, which
serve as intermediaries in these markets, is thus
very apparent. With regard to French banks and
mutual funds, the counterparty risk involved in the
purchase of protection is significantly concentrated
in these dominant entities.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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Regarding mutual funds, the strong concentration of
counterparty risk in major international banks means
that, in the aggregate, the 20 largest counterparties
in purchases of protection from mutual funds account
for all of the volume negotiated by the mutual funds
(see Table 8.1). The three largest counterparties
account for 60% of the notional amount of protection
purchased via credit derivatives.
Counterparty risk on sellers of protection appears
to be particularly concentrated for transactions in
the banking book with respect of the surveyed
French banking institutions. Here too, the principal
counterparties are the major US banks
(see Table 8.2).
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The extent of cross-border transfers of credit risk
via structured products is more difficult to assess. In
the sale of protection, the vehicle issuing
securitisation tranches can conceal the identity of
the transferors of risk. An indication can
nevertheless be obtained by examining securitisation
tranches purchased directly from special purpose
vehicles (SPVs) or Fonds communs de créances (FCC)
and breaking them down by the location of the
vehicles. This indicates that 48% of the notional
amount of securitisation tranches purchased by the
surveyed French banks consist of transactions with
SPVs located in the United States (31% with vehicles
located in the euro area, 7% with vehicles located
in offshore centres). For mutual funds, 56.9% of the
notional amount of securitisation tranches
purchased consist of transactions with SPVs located
in the euro area.
Transfers of credit via guarantees given or received
also have a pronounced international character. In
particular, risks taken in the United States account
for 58% of the nominal amount of guarantees given
by the surveyed French insurance companies
(excluding credit insurance); they consist of
guarantees to provide credit enhancement.
Furthermore, in June 2003, 8% of the guarantees
given by the French insurance companies (for a
notional amount of EUR 3.8 billion) were to offshore
centres. This exposure can be expected to diminish.
Chart 7
Geographical breakdown of beneficiaries
in guarantees provided by surveyed insurance companies (a)












(a) Excluding credit insurance
The markets for transfer of credit risk are thus strongly
international and characterised by a significant
concentration of counterparties in the United States.
In particular, credit derivative markets appear to be
essentially interbank markets, and participants are
significantly concentrated in the major American
banks. These results mirror the analysis recently
produced by the Standard & Poor’s rating agency
(“Demystifying Banks’ Use of Credit Derivatives”,
9 December, 2003), which puts in perspective the
magnitude of credit risk transfers to non-bank
entities. Specifically, most of the notional volumes
are in the trading books of the major international
banks (universal banks and investment banks) that
dominate the market.
In addition to assessing the magnitude of risk
transfers within the financial system, the market
survey conducted by the French supervisory
authorities assessed the risks assumed by individual
institutions through the use of these instruments.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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3| Identifying and monitoring risks inherent
in credit risk transfer instruments
6 Joint Market Practices Forum, “Statement of Principles and Recommendations regarding the Handling of Material Non-public Information by
Credit Market Participants”, 2003.
3|1 Hierarchy of risks inherent
in credit risk transfer instruments
When questioned about the various risks associated with
the use of these new instruments (credit derivatives
and structured products), the French financial
institutions recognised as particularly significant:
– legal and documentation risk. Banks and asset
management companies consider the covenants
used in credit derivatives to be complex, and
judge that they can never be completely defined
by the master agreements. Consequently, there
is a risk in purchases of protection that the seller
of protection will interpret the contractual
clauses (definition of credit events, restructuring
clauses) or use loopholes in the documentation
to refuse payment in the event that protection is
triggered. In sales of protection, disputes can
arise with the buyer, especially regarding the
terms of settlement (the choice of assets to
deliver) in the event that protection is triggered;
– illiquidity risk in credit derivatives, which are traded
by relatively few parties (as was noted previously
in the discussion of the geographical distribution
of credit risk transfers). Some institutions
consider this illiquidity risk less problematic for
credit derivatives which are used for hedging
purposes and for securitisation tranches which
are held to maturity.
In addition to these risks, banks and mutual funds
are exposed as buyers of protection to counterparty
risk, and as sellers of protection to credit risk on the
underlying assets.
French banks that originate credit risk transfer
instruments, in particular those that structure
securitisation transactions, are also exposed to
reputational risk. This risk can derive from
informational asymmetries between banks
purchasing protection on their exposures to
customers and the investors who assume those
exposures. Thus the use of credit derivatives can
give rise to concerns about insider trading, since
banks are in a position to benefit from proprietary
information obtained in the business of lending to
the counterparties on which they are buying
protection. This reputation risk is accompanied by
a legal risk associated with possible lawsuits on the
part of injured investors. These ethical concerns
have recently led the profession to develop a “code
of sound practice” relating to the use of credit
derivatives in portfolio management.6
To all of these risks, banking institutions can add
modelling risk for structured products and the risk of
divergence between the prices of instruments and the
prices of the underlying assets for credit default swaps.
Finally, the credit risk transfer activity of French
insurance companies consists primarily of providing
insurance guarantees. The principal risk associated
with this activity is default risk. In particular, credit
enhancers underwrite risks with large nominal
amounts and low probabilities of occurrence; their
analysis focuses on analysing those risks.
3|2 Monitoring and measurement
of risk by financial institutions
Most of the potential risks associated with the use
of credit risk transfer instruments (counterparty
risk, credit risk, legal and documentation risk) are
understood, monitored, and analysed by the surveyed
financial institutions.
To limit legal and documentation risk, most banks,
mutual funds and insurance companies use
standardised contracts. At banks, these contracts are
analysed and validated by the institution’s legal
department. Most credit derivatives contracts are
negotiated under FBF (Fédération Bancaire
Française) or ISDA (International Swaps and
Derivatives Association) master agreements. At
institutions that are less involved in credit derivative
markets (in particular, insurance companies), the
proportion of contracts that are not covered by this
type of agreement is minimal. At banks that are
active as traders in credit derivative markets, the
proportion of standardised contracts can be less
because these contracts are difficult to transfer.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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In securitisations, the structure of the transaction
(seniority, mechanisms of allocation between
tranches, etc.) is the object of analysis, as are the legal
risks associated with the location of the vehicle.
It should be noted that French financial institutions
have been faced with few credit defaults (among the
events reported by the surveyed institutions are:
Enron, Moulinex, Swissair, Railtrack, Worldcom and
British Energy). In all of these cases, no particular
difficulty was encountered in unwinding the
transaction, following the procedures defined in the
ISDA contracts or in the specific contracts signed
with the counterparties. Credit events are monitored
and, when detected, are communicated to the
different departments responsible for the various
steps involved in executing the credit derivatives.
To avoid as much as possible being exposed to
illiquidity risk, French financial institutions rely
primarily on the use of single-name CDSs, which are
the most standardised instruments. Furthermore,
banks assess illiquidity risk differently depending
on the business line in question. In portfolio
management, positions are evaluated over a long time
horizon. The question of liquidity arises only in the
choice of underlying assets. The lack of liquidity in
certain assets can thus be a restraint on policies of
portfolio management. In particular, the cost of
purchasing protection via CDSs can be prohibitive
for some names. In trading operations, the liquidity
of instruments is taken into account in managing
positions and the size of holdings. In the banks that
are most active in credit derivative markets, an
integrated organisation, in which bonds and CDSs
are processed by the same staff, facilitates the
management of liquidity. Daily calculations of loss
allowances, taking into account the bid-ask spread
of the credit derivative, can also encourage
monitoring of liquidity risk.
Few institutions mentioned any emergency mechanisms
for dealing with temporary market illiquidity. For
institutions with modest exposures, withdrawing
from the market can be considered an option. In
banks, risk management departments can apply
separate provisions to illiquid entities. Finally, some
asset management companies active in securitisation
markets apply internal liquidity ratios, with limits set
according to the size of the instruments relative to
the net assets of the fund, and complying with
external limits set by the rating agencies.
A contingency plan is prescribed for each portfolio
and does not only apply to credit transfer
instruments: for example it can be part of the “stress
tests” whose results are taken into account in setting
limits on exposures.
For counterparty risk, the French banks placed
particular emphasis on strict screening of
counterparties in credit derivative transactions. Banks
evaluate these risks in the normal fashion like any
other counterparty risk, taking into account the
presence or absence of collateral. Asset management
companies also rely on strict screening of counterparties
in the credit derivative and securitisation
transactions of the mutual funds that they manage.
As with other counterparty risks, this screening is
usually carried by the front office or the credit
committee, and is subject to overall internal limits
(long cash positions, hedges and positions in CDSs).
Counterparty risk is also analysed in the usual
fashion: sectoral studies, analysis of the competitive
position and the financial risk profile of the issuer.
In securitisations, asset management companies also
analyse the SPV, the counterparty swap in the SPV,
and the manager of the vehicle. The reputation of
the SPV in transactions of the type being considered
and its liquidity are also taken into account. The
process of selection in credit derivative transactions
is carried out by both sides. The asset management
company and the managed funds are each the object
of exhaustive analysis by the counterparties’ “credit
officers”, who examine the organisation and the
processes for monitoring and managing risk. Rules
prohibit certain transactions (minimum ratings of
counterparties, and sometimes strict prohibitions
on certain types of products such as loans classed
as doubtful). In addition, specific risk limits are
sometimes set (by type of instrument, counterparty
rating, and maturity of securitisations).
In view of the credit risk inherent in the sale of
protection, French financial institutions operate in
highly-rated and well-diversified underlying
instruments. The credit risk in credit derivative
transactions can be evaluated by breaking down the
underlying instruments (assessing the concentration
of reference entities) used in the sale of protection,
by rating grade and by sector. The breakdown by
rating (Table 9) reveals definite differences in the
ratings of the instruments underlying protection
provided by banks and mutual funds. In both casesResults of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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the majority of instruments are rated investment
grade, but the mutual funds have more exposures
that are rated at the lower end of investment grade,
as well as more exposures on entities rated
speculative grade. In particular, 22.7% of the
notional amount of credit derivatives negotiated by
asset management companies for the purpose of
selling protection are based on underlying
instruments rated speculative grade (reflecting a
strategy of increasing yields). The underlying
instruments identified below as unrated consist
essentially of multi-name credit derivatives.
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The sectoral breakdown of the underlying entities in
derivatives used to sell protection (Charts 8.1 and
8.2) indicates a strong concentration in the
non-financial sector for both banks and mutual funds.
Chart 8.1
Sectoral breakdown of underlying entities,
for credit derivatives of surveyed banks
Sale of protection
(% of aggregate notional amount, June 2003)
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Sectoral breakdown of underlying entities, for credit
derivatives of mutual funds managed by surveyed
asset management companies
Sale of protection














Nevertheless, the list of the principal reference
entities does not display a strong concentration in
particular economic sectors. The reference entities
in the credit derivatives of French banks are
diversified across large businesses in the industrial,
telecommunications, and electronics sectors.
A sectoral breakdown of the names underlying
securitisation tranches (CDOs, MBSs and other ABSs)
reveals a greater proportion of underlying entities in
the “financial” category. The instruments whose
underlying entities are identified as belonging to
the “credit institution/investment company” and
“other financial” sectors account for 33.0% and
57.1% respectively of the notional amount of
securitisation tranches held by the mutual funds of
the surveyed asset management companies.
Furthermore, the sector of the instruments held by
some insurance companies or credit institutions is
unknown. Nevertheless, the great majority of the
underlying assets are rated investment grade.
The credit risk on the reference assets in the sale of
protection thus differs according to the type of
instrument and the type of financial institution.
Overall, an analysis of reference entities does not
reveal any strong concentration, but rather reflects, in
the case of mutual funds, a strategy of increasing yields.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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4| The need for adequate risk management systems
for credit risk transfer instruments
4|1 Risk management systems
of French financial institutions
The strategies of French financial institutions
regarding the transfer of credit risk are relatively
specific to each financial sector. The risk management
systems put in place by institutions differ, with the
sophistication of their risk management systems reflecting
their degree of involvement in credit risk transfers.
For French banks, a distinction can be drawn between
institutions that process credit risk transfers using the
bank’s usual procedures and those that have a distinct
framework for managing credit derivatives.
In the first case, the treatment of credit derivatives
uses the institution’s regular risk management tools,
or follows the guidelines of the business line that
uses them. The transactions are covered by existing
limits on counterparty risk and market risk, are
analysed by the relevant back office, and the
resulting exposures are included in periodic reports.
Transaction processing (booking/confirmation) is
subject to normal internal controls in the same way
as other OTC products.
In the second case, credit derivatives are handled
by a dedicated system architecture. The execution
and monitoring of credit derivative transactions, as a
trading activity, is carried out within the framework of
a specialised infrastructure, with its own trading
desks, middle office and back office teams, dedicated
profit centres, specialised information systems for
monitoring exposures, and its own methodology and
indicators for calculating credit risk. The principal
market participants can assess the risk of CDSs using
a separate system for interest-rate risk, incorporating
bond exposures to identify the overall exposure to each
reference entity. The system may include automated
calculation of exposures and automated links with
other reporting, payment, and control systems.
The management of counterparty risk is covered
by the normal system of limits, but some institutions
also have specific controls on exposures to reference
entities, based on ad hoc methodologies and limits.
Market risk is monitored and controlled by a
dedicated team in the risk-management department,
using normal procedures. Positions are subject to
existing limits (VAR, issuer risk, credit spread), but
also, at some institutions, to specific limits (basis
risk or correlation risk).
As for the management of securitisations by
originators, the structures are set up by dedicated
teams and are the subject of specific agreements at
the highest level, taking into account the different
possible risks (credit risk, operational risk, legal and
documentation risk, etc.).
In asset management companies, the management of risks
associated with credit derivatives and securitisations does
not yet benefit from dedicated teams, but comes within
the framework for monitoring credit and counterparty risk.
The development of suitable risk management tools
is, however, a prerequisite for any involvement in the
field of credit derivatives. A specific business plan for
using these instruments must be approved by the
Autorité des Marchés Financiers (see Box 1).
The market risk for credit derivatives is integrated
in the same way as for other derivative products
and other positions sensitive to credit spreads
(bonds, negotiable debt securities). The risks are
assessed for each mutual fund and also for the asset
management company. Some asset management
companies have put in place a front office dedicated
to complex transactions (e.g. credit derivatives and
equity swaps).
The execution, monitoring, and control of credit
derivative transactions are carried out by units in
charge of analysing the risks associated with the
credit status of the underlying entity (risk of high
spread volatility and default risk). These operations
are covered by the overall internal limits set for
counterparty risk and market risk, and are processed
by the relevant back offices. They are calculated
for each mutual fund to satisfy regulatory
requirements, and also at the level of the asset
management company. Specific limits are also set
for complex derivative products (amendment of the
“add-ons” to the nominal amount according to
maturity, etc.).
For the surveyed insurance companies, transactions
in derivatives markets are very few in number and are
subject to specific monitoring. As with insurance
guarantees, it should be noted that the risk
management of insurers is based on the principle ofResults of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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risk pooling, which is the traditional technique used
by the insurance industry. However, this technique
is not applied by credit enhancers, which underwrite
highly concentrated risks and aim for “zero loss”,
which presupposes very strict screening of exposures
and high levels of capital. Finally, the analysis and
monitoring of securitisation tranches generally
resemble the methods customarily applied to debt
securities. Some companies have, however, put in
place a more specific monitoring of these securities.
4|2 Strengthening systems
of management is a precondition
for growth in this area
As of June 2003, the notional amount of credit
derivatives and securitisation transactions
negotiated by French institutions remained
relatively limited compared with their overall
volume of business (see Tables 10.1 and 10.2).
Specific business plan for the use of credit derivatives
Decree No. 2002-1439, dated 10 December 2002, specifies the conditions for use of credit derivatives by mutual
funds under French law. In particular, this decree introduced the requirement for asset management companies
that carry out the management of mutual funds, either directly or by delegation, to have a specific business
plan validated by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers. This business plan must be validated before the asset
management company may begin operating in credit derivatives markets.
The form of this specific “credit derivative” business plan is described in a letter from the Commission des
Opérations de Bourse dated 18 February 2003. In particular, the plan must include:
– a description of the scope of activity envisaged by the asset management company (types of instruments
used), as well as the methods for developing and monitoring limits on reference entities, collateral, and the
master agreements used ;
– a description of the strategies to be utilised;
– a definition of the management activities that will use credit derivatives in the near term;
– a description of the customers targeted and the methods for marketing the products concerned;
– a description of other activities linked with credit derivatives, such as those linked to the management of or
consulting for vehicles for synthetic securitisation;
– a description of the human and technical resources for the exercise of this activity. Particular attention is
given to the valuation tools used by asset management companies, which must demonstrate that they are
capable of valuing all of the instruments they use in a manner that is independent of its counterparties. This
valuation must be compared at least monthly with an external valuation;
– verification that the asset management company possesses the legal and credit-analysis expertise necessary
to carry out the planned credit derivative activities;
– verification of the adequacy of risk control systems. In particular, the operational limits used, the VAR
calculations utilised (if applicable), and the parameters used in carrying out stress tests must all be set out.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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NB: The notional amount of the credit derivatives used by the mutual funds
of the seven surveyed asset management companies to purchase
protection represents 0.10% of the balance sheets of all French mutual
funds, and the notional amount of the credit derivatives that they used
to sell protection accounts for 0.01% of the balance sheets of all French
mutual funds. The securitisation products held represent 0.30% of the
balance sheets of all French mutual funds.
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(a) Credit risk is defined as risk-weighted assets entered in the denominator
of the solvency ratio by the surveyed banks.
(b) Credit outstanding is defined here as the sum on the balance sheet of  the
book value of transactions with customers (excluding interbank) and
transactions in securities, on a consolidated basis, at 31 December  2002.
There is some variation among the different
surveyed institutions depending on their degree of
involvement of in credit risk transfer markets.
Nevertheless, in the aggregate, the net position of
the institutions (i.e. the difference between the
notional amount of purchases of protection using
credit derivatives or securitisation products, and the
notional amount of sales of protection using credit
derivatives or securitisation products) is estimated
at 2.0% of the total of aggregate consolidated balance
sheets, 2.3% of aggregated consolidated outstanding
credit (outstanding credit calculated as of December
2002), and 5.8% of credit risk, defined as the sum of
risk-weighted assets entered in the denominator of
the international solvency ratio. In addition,
regarding notional amounts, the credit outstandings
reported do not reflect exposures to market risk
associated with these instruments (see Table 11).
The market value of credit derivatives in the trading
books of French banks is very small.
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The use of credit derivatives and securitisations by
insurance companies remains very modest compared
with the total assets of these institutions.
However, growth in the use of these types of credit risk
transfer instrument cannot be ruled out.
For some institutions, the net banking income
earned in intermediation in credit risk transfer
instruments already represents a significant
proportion of overall trading revenues (as much as
10%). Furthermore, credit risk transfers are considered
to have a significant impact on the credit policies of
the institutions that are most active in these markets.
As net buyers of protection, the impact on solvency
is positive, since these instruments result in more
active risk management and capital relief for the
institutions concerned. Supervisors will, however,
be particularly attentive to the bona fide nature of
credit risk transfers. In securitisations, transfers of
bank risk that are more apparent than real will be
dealt with severely.
Credit risk transfers also impact on the major market
participants’ strategies relating to the allocation and
management of credit. These instruments are seen
as  promoting growth in business at a specified
risk/return trade-off without the need to sell assets
or cut back on the extension of new credit. Liquidity
in the market for credit also makes it possible to
make more systematic comparisons of the cost of
credit and its risk relative to the market.
In the context of customer relations, credit risk transfer
instruments are seen as permitting greater flexibility
in business development, making it possible to take
larger exposures on important customers, negotiating
financing terms with customers that reflect current
market spreads, and giving the front office greater
responsibility for the real cost of credit. All of these
elements can contribute to growth in business volume,Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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particularly in terms of portfolio management, with
the aim of reducing the volatility of earnings and
capital and of optimising RoE (return on equity).
Some insurance companies envisage making use of the
credit derivatives market to hedge a portion of their
bond portfolios against default risk. On the other
hand, the amount of guarantees provided by
insurance companies appears likely to diminish.
Insurers appear to be increasingly interested in
securitisation tranches.
Finally, asset management companies may also increase
the activity of mutual funds in credit risk transfers, in
particular as an instrument for hedging bond portfolios.
For some asset management companies, credit derivatives
and structured products have become an important
element in managing mutual funds, whether it be in
mitigating and monitoring counterparty risk,
diversifying positions by providing access to names
whose securities are difficult to obtain, or developing
strategies of arbitrage between names. In the future,
they may be able to diversify their activity into more
complex products (CDOs or “basket” products) if the
liquidity of these products improves.
Maintaining or strengthening adequate
risk-management systems is a precondition for such
developments, particularly as the use of more
complex instruments, such as CDOs, expands.
For the banks most heavily involved in credit risk
transfer markets, the impact of these instruments
on the control and monitoring of counterparty risk
has been significant, with the development of credit
risk management mirroring the development of the
credit risk transfers. At these banks, credit risk
transfers have been integrated into the process of
managing and optimising credit risk.
At other institutions, which have not yet developed
such management systems, the business of credit
risk transfer instruments will benefit from the work
initiated on implementing Basel II: modifying and
reinforcing information systems, setting and
monitoring limits, and improving tools for managing
and controlling operational risk. The development
of credit risk transfers therefore requires appropriate
oversight to ensure the overall relevance and
consistency of decisions on hedging and rebalancing
credit portfolios, all of which presupposes a
centralised system of portfolio management.
For asset management companies, appropriate
management tools are being developed within the
specific regulatory framework of credit derivatives.
As of 30 September 2003, 20 specific business plans
had been submitted by asset management
companies and 16 of them had been approved by
the Commission des Opérations de Bourse.
Within the framework of the co-operation between the supervisors of financial institutions, this
study has been able to provide a better understanding of the nature of credit risk transfers within
and outside the French financial system.
Credit risk transfer instruments are used for different purposes, according to the sector involved and
the strategy pursued. In particular, the use of these instruments by French insurance companies
and groups is concentrated in specialised firms, and remains limited outside the traditional business
of credit insurance.  Moreover, risk transfers appear to be strongly international in character, essentially
interbank, and relatively concentrated on American counterparties (major banks active internationally
in credit derivative markets).
The involvement of mutual funds and insurance companies, while more modest, is not insignificant.
In particular, the use of credit derivatives is very likely to become an important component in the
management of some mutual funds. A sound understanding of the risks inherent in the different
instruments, as well as a strengthening of management systems, are thus prerequisites to growth in
this type of activity for all institutions.Results of the French market survey of credit risk transfer instruments
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NB: See also: Commission bancaire and Commission de contrôle des assurances, “Credit derivatives: a new source of financial instability?”,
Financial Stability Review, November 2002;  J.Kiff, F.L. Michaud, J.Mitchell, “An analytical review of credit risk transfer instruments”,
Financial Stability Review, June 2003.
Glossary
Credit default swaps  (CDSs)
Contracts in which an institution undertakes to pay
regular premiums to the other contracting party in
return for the latter’s commitment to compensate
the former for the loss incurred on the underlying
asset should a credit event on the reference asset
take place.
Credit linked notes  (CLNs)
Securities “indexed” on a loan, issued by the
institution buying protection and to which are
attached options on the related default risk. The
institution selling protection, in return for  payment
of an interest amount reflecting the “composite”
nature of the note, agrees that if a credit event on
the underlying asset occurs, it will be reimbursed
only at the market value of the note after the event.
The compensation of the protection seller by the
protection buyer can be made in one of two ways:
physical settlement or cash settlement.
Total rate of return swaps  (TRORs)
Contracts in which two counterparties exchange
cash flows representing, for the institution selling
risk, the interest on the asset plus any appreciation
in its value, against, for the investor buying risk, a
periodic premium plus any depreciation in the value
of the asset.
Credit spread options (CSOs)
Contracts in which an institution undertakes to pay
regular premiums to the other contracting party in
return for the latter’s commitment to buy or to sell
an underlying asset at a pre-determined price.
Asset-backed securities (ABSs)
In a conventional securitisation structure, an
institution transfers the assets on which protection
has been purchased to an ad hoc vehicle (special
purpose vehicle – SPV or Fonds commun de
créances). The vehicle issues securities to third-party
investors (sellers of protection) and purchases the
assets with the proceeds of the issue. The term ABS
refers both to the securitisation operation and to
the securities issued within the framework of the
operation. The structure of the transaction is
identical to a CDO but the underlying assets are
more homogeneous (for example, consumer loans
or credit card receivables).
Mortgage-backed securities (MBSs)
Securitisation of mortgage loans, or securities issued
in the context of  such transactions. If the securitised
loans are residential in nature, the term RMBSs
(residential mortgage-backed securities) is used. If
the securitised loans are commercial in nature, the
term CMBSs (commercial mortgage-backed
securities) is used.
Collateralised debt obligations (CDOs)
In a CDO, credit risk is transferred from the buyer
of protection to an SPV, either by transferring assets
or synthetically via a credit derivative. In a synthetic
transaction, the institution purchases protection by
negotiating a senior-rank credit derivative, usually
with a bank as counterparty, which covers
approximately 90% of the portfolio, and a
junior-rank credit derivative, usually with an ad hoc
vehicle, covering approximately 10% of the portfolio.
The vehicle issues several tranches of securities
representing the risk assumed from the buyer of
protection, defining each tranche by a level of
subordination.